
 
 

Name: ………………………………………                       Date:……………… 

Year IX           

INITIAL TEST 

 

         Propunător: profesor limba engleză, Lucia - Elena Bălănean 

         Unitatea de învățământ: Colegiul Național “Silvania”, Zalău 

         Cls a IX-a A, Limba modernă 1, Engleză bilingv, 5 ore / săptămână 

         Timp alocat: o oră 

         Se adresează - elevilor 

 

I. Put each verb in brackets into a suitable verb form:                        (18 marks) 

a) Wait a minute! I (have) ………………….. an idea. Let's go and see Roger. We last (see) 

…………………. him a long time ago  

b) It's nice to be back here in London. This is the second time I (come) 

…………………….here.  

c) I'm phoning about your bicycle for sale, which I (see) ……………………………..in the local 

paper. (you sell)……………………… it? Or is it still available?  

d) This place is in a terrible mess! What on earth (you do) ………………………….? 

          

II. Underline the most suitable verb form in each sentence.                          (12 marks) 

a) Sorry, could you say that again? I didn't listen/haven't listened/haven't been listening to you.  

b) The police think that they found / find your wallet, so call this number.  

c) Did you two meet / Have you two met before? Eric, this is Amanda,  

d) Do you meet / Have you met anyone interesting at the reception?   

 

III. Read the following conversations. One word is missing in each of them. Write it in the gap. 

1. A: Do you play tennis? 

B: Yes, I’ve ……………….. playing since I was a boy. 

2. A: What ………………..you do if you had one million pounds? 

B: I’d stop working. 

3. A: Are you coming to Southampton with us? 

B. I wish I ……………. the time to come with you. 

        4.   A: When I was young, I ………………. to be shy. 

              B: You certainly aren’t now.  

        5    A: The train ……………….. already left by the time we got to the station.  (10 marks) 



 
 

IV. Write a letter to your friend from a place out of Romania where you are spending your 

holiday.          (30 marks) 

Tell him / her about the place, accommodation, sights you have visited, activities you have 

been doing, food, good or bad experiences and impressions. (150 words) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Name: ………………………………………                       Date:……………… 

Year IX           

INITIAL TEST - KEY 

 

         Propunător: profesor limba engleză, Lucia - Elena Bălănean 

         Unitatea de învățământ: Colegiul Național “Silvania”, Zalău 

         Cls a IX-a A, Limba modernă 1, Engleză bilingv, 5 ore / săptămână 

         Timp alocat: o oră 

         Se adresează - elevilor 

 

I.Put each verb in brackets into a suitable verb form:                        (3x6 =18 marks) 

a) Wait a minute! I (have) have an idea. Let's go and see Roger. We last (see) saw him a long time 

ago.  

b) It's nice to be back here in London. This is the second time I (come) have come here.  

c) I'm phoning about your bicycle for sale, which I (see) have seen in the local paper. (you sell) 

Have you sold  it? Or is it still available?  

d) This place is in a terrible mess! What on earth (you do) have you been doing?  

         

II.Underline the most suitable verb form in each sentence.                          (3x4 = 12 marks) 

a) Sorry, could you say that again? I didn't listen/haven't listened/haven't been listening to you.  

b) The police think that they found / find your wallet, so call this number.  

c) Did you two meet / Have you two met before? Eric, this is Amanda,  

d) Do you meet / Have you met anyone interesting at the reception?   

 

III.Read the following conversations. One word is missing in each of them. Write it in the 

gap. 

1       A: Do you play tennis? 

B: Yes, I’ve been playing since I was a boy. 

2       A: What would you do if you had one million pounds? 

B: I’d stop working. 

3       A: Are you coming to Southampton with us? 

B. I wish I had the time to come with you. 

        4.      A: When I was young, I used to be shy. 

              B: You certainly aren’t now.  

5       A: The train had already left by the time we got to the station.        (2x5=10 marks) 



 
 

 IV.Write a letter to your friend from a place out of Romania where you are spending your 

holiday.         

Tell him / her about the place, accommodation, sights you have visited, activities you have 

been doing, food, good or bad experiences and impressions. (150 words) 

  

Now write a letter to Tom, answering his questions in 150 - 180 words (30 marks) 

         

Structure:  

Greetings 

Introduction: thanks for receiving the letter, reasons for writing 

Main body: answers to questions  

Ending   

Scale: content 5 marks / Communicative achievement 5 marks / Text organization 5 marks / 

informal Language 5 marks / grammar 5 marks / vocabulary 5 marks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


